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when possible and, when not, efforts to document the presence of marine debris, both ingested and 

entangled, should still be put into place; and 

(b) Debris should be characterised by material, size, colour, shape, mass and volume and, where 

possible, identified to source. 

(c) Develop effective cooperation with the ongoing regional initiatives on marine debris, including 

ghost nets; 

(d) Assess the impact of plastic materials on cetaceans; 

(e) Discuss requirements for the development of a common approach and joint guidelines. 

The sub-committee recommended the organisation of an intersessional workshop on Marine Debris, 

preferably to coincide with the World Conference on the Biology of Marine Mammals in Barcelona in 

December, 2019. 

The Committee draws attention to the fact that marine debris remains a threat, and that in particular, 

exposure to plastics (including microplastics) is a rapidly emerging area of concern. It therefore: 
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- Necropsies should be routinely carried out according to comparable 

procedures and approaches for data sharing

- Different situation of the stranding network in different countries

- Consider resources commonly present in each countries

- Support countries without national protocols (procedures, forms and data 

collection)

- Minimum standard for those countries with an established procedure

- Multilevel



Protocol for basic post-mortem examination: multi-level approach

BASIC: 
basic gross examination and data collection
-collection of data on stranding event (date and
location coordinates)

-data on animal involved (species, sex, age class,
physiological status)

-measuring the animal
-gross examination with general description of main
findings

- possible external signs of human interaction
- external and stomach content examination:
presence and quantification of macro-plastic and
marine litter (including ghost nets)



INTERMEDIATE
sampling for general ancillary analyses
-sampling and performing microscopic examination and tissue
bank
-sampling and performing microbiology
-sampling and performing toxicology
-sampling and performing and life history
- sampling for sound related mortalities
- sampling marine debries for identification and quantification

Protocol for basic post-mortem examination: multi-level approach
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ADVANCED
specific postmortem examinations and analyses with
specific data and samples collection
-Dolphin morbillivirus
-Human interaction (bycatch, marine debris ship strikes)
-Sound related mortality
-Mass strandings

Protocol for basic post-mortem examination: multi-level approach



by-catch: basic





Recent feeding



by-catch: basic (need training)



Capture myopathy due to entanglement

IHC anti-
myoglobin

IHC anti-
fibrinogen

by-catch: intermediate



by-catch: advanced



Conclusion

- Protocols vs best practices

- Cooperation for the next steps being inclusive

- Harmonization of existing/in process postmortem protocols (at least in Europe) -
simple, minimal and based of evidences

- Definition/Harmonization best practices regarding investigation of specific problems
(viral, bycatch, marine debris, etc.)..but we need input to be functional to
IWC/ACCOBAMS/ASCOBANS

- ACCOBAMS will proceed with best practices on stranding management (dead vs
alive, small vs large, single vs mass strandings) for the next MoP (Nov 2019)

- Regional experts/laboratories

- Best practices should be updated (wiki? periodic review?)
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